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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sitnikov proved the existence of oscillation and capture for a special 
motion of the restricted three-body problem, m, = 0 [ 141. Alekseev made a 
systematic study of this situation [ 11. He also proved the same result for all 
nonzero masses. (See Section 5 below for a discussion of this case.) A good 
exposition of this example following lectures of Conley is contained in [9] 
using the stable manifold result for a degenerately hyperbolic closed orbit of 
McGehee [ 81. 
Easton and McGehee proposed a planar three-body example with negative 
energy which could (possibly) exhibit similar oscillation and capture [3]. 
While Sitnikov’s example has two degrees of freedom, this planar example, 
after all the integrals and symmetries are removed, has three degrees of 
freedom. They studied a model example which completely decouples when 
the third body is near infinity and proved oscillation and capture exist for 
this model example. Their work left the following three steps undone: (1) 
show the parabolic orbits form a submanifold for the real equations, (2) 
show the a-parabolic orbits and w-parabolic orbits are transverse in a strong 
sense (see the definition of a hyperbolic homoclinic orbit defined below), and 
(3) show that symbolic dynamics can be used to show oscillation and 
capture exist using only the fact that the binary asymptotically decouples 
and not that it completely decouples when the third body is near infinity. 
For negative energy h, as the third particle goes to infinity parabolically, 
the asymptotic motion of q = r2 - rl is that of a two-body problem with 
energy h. After regularization the set of all two-body motions with energy 
h < 0 is the Hopf flow on the three sphere, S3. Let IVs(S3) (resp. wU(S”)) be 
the set of w-parabolic orbits (resp. w-parabolic orbits). Easton has now 
shown that Ws(S3) and wl((S3) are Lipschitz manifolds [2]. This paper 
proves they are real analytic manifolds and “Cm at infinity” (at S”) 
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(Theorem A). This result is not the standard stable manifold result but a 
higher-dimensional analog of McGehee’s result because the equations are 
only degenerately normally hyperbolic. 
Let 72 : S3 -t S2 be the Hopf map of orbits to points for the limiting motion 
at infinity. For B in W’(S”) let w(B) be the w-limit orbit in S3 and w*(B) = 
nw(B) be the corresponding point in the two sphere (space of orbits at 
infinity.) Similarly let a(B) be the a-limit orbit for B in V’“(S’) and a*(B) = 
xa(B). The second result of this paper, Theorem B, is that for o-parabolic 
orbits (resp. a-parabolic orbits) there is a C” assignment of the limiting 
motion of the binary as the third particle goes to infinity, i.e., 
LC)* : Ws(S3)- S2 (resp. a* : wU(S”)+ S’) is C”. This result shows that 
the equations decouple in a controlled asymptotic fashion. This control of 
the asymptotic decoupling is sufficient to prove the existence of oscillation 
and capture (assuming the existence of a hyperbolic homoclinic orbit) 
(Theorem C and D), thus completing step 3 left in [3]. 
The definition of hyperbolic homoclinic orbit is facilitated by the differen- 
tiability of a* and w*. A point A is a homoclinicpoint if a*(A) = o*(A). A 
homoclinic point is called hyperbolic (resp. general elliptic) if given a 
transversal Z to the flow at A 
(i) W’(S”) is transverse to wU(S’) at A, 
(ii) a*, w* : Zf7 ?V(S3) f7 wU(S’)-+ S2 are local diffeomorphisms 
at A, and 
(iii) w*a*-’ : D2 c S2 + S2 has a*(A) as a hyperbolic fixed point 
(resp. elliptic fixed point with nonzero twist coefficient). 
The existence of a hyperbolic homoclinic orbit is not proved even for the 
restricted problem. Thus step 2 left in [3] is still undone. Some discussion is 
given at the end of this section which makes the assumption plausible. 
Just as in [3], the results about the existence of oscillation and capture can 
be interpreted as a general result for systems with orbits homoclinic to a 
three sphere. This result differs from the standard result for a transverse 
homoclinic orbit to a periodic orbit [ 16, 11,9] in that the motion is only 
degenerately normally hyperbolic to S3 and not hyperbolic at all in the S3 
directions as the orbit passes by the invariant S3 (orbits near IQ1 = co). The 
directions along S3 are controlled by means of the two C” foliations, 
{a*- ‘(c)} of V(S’) and {0*-l ([)} of W’(S”). The hyperbolicity in these 
directions comes as the trajectories pass through the region where IQ1 is 
bounded. 
As remarked above, we have been unable to prove the existence of a 
hyperbolic or general elliptic homoclinic point for the planar three-body 
problem. We end this section with a plausibility argument. First there are 
trajectories which are both a- and w-parabolic. Take the trajectory where 
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FIGURE 1 
“21, m,, and m3 all cross the x axis perpendicularly at the same time. By 
adjusting the velocity of m3 so it is w-parabolic, by symmetry it will also be 
a-parabolic. For the restricted problem with m3 = 0, the binary motion is 
preserved so there is a bi-parabolic orbit for any eccentricity of the binary. 
(Let the axis of the ellipse be the x axis.) The circular orbit is taken to itself 
and so is homoclinic. For other eccentricities, the eccenticity is preserved but 
not the angle of the limiting direction of m3 relative to the axis of the ellipse. 
It appears that zero eccentricity may be an elliptic fixed point for the 
restricted problem rather than a hyperbolic point. The symbolic dynamic 
results which imply the existence of oscillation do not work for elliptic points 
so the existence of such a point would not help. Also because of different 
roles of energy and angular momentum, it is difficult to perturb the problem 
from m3 = 0 to m3 > 0. Still for m3 > 0, the eccentricity of the limiting 
motion must be equal at t = *co by symmetry. It seems reasonable (but 
unproved) that one such orbit is homoclinic with limiting zero eccentricity at 
time equal both plus and minus infinity. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Three point particles are assumed to move in a fixed plane with 
Newtonian inverse square attraction. Assume the center of mass is fixed at 
the origin and let ri denote the position of the ith particle of mass mi. The 
total energy h is assumed negative and the angular momentum 0 is fixed. 
Several change of variables are needed to put the equations in desired 
form. See [2] for more details. First the Jacobi variables are introduced 
where q = r2 - r, and Q is the vector from the center of mass of the binary 
to r,: let M= m, + m2 + m3, ,u = m, + m,, 
q = r2 - rl 
Q = Mp-‘r3 
and p and P be the corresponding momentum. 
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The corresponding equations of motion are 
Q = k,‘P, i=-Mk,~Q~-3Q+O<~Q-3~> 
q=k;‘p, i,=-~k,lql-3q+O(IQl-3) 
(2.1) 
where k, = m,,uiW and k, = m,m,p-‘. 
wparabolic (resp. a-parabolic) orbits of interest are those where as t goes 
to infinity (resp. minus infinity) q is bounded, Q is unbounded, and P goes to 
zero. Thus the motion reaches infinity with the third particle separating with 
zero velocity. To bring I QI = co to a finite value, the best scaling is 
lQl=axe2 with a = 21’3M1’3. Also define the angular variable s in S’ by 
Q = axP2s. The momentum is decomposed into radial and angular 
components by 
P = k,/lys + kla-‘x2pis 
where j3 = 22/3M1/3, is is complex notation for a unit vector perpendicular to 
the unit vector s, and p is the angular momentum of m3 scaled by k,. 
Equations (2.1) are invariant under rotation about the center of mass. To 
remove this symmetry by an elimination of the node process and make the 
equations independent of s, q and p are replaced by z and w (both complex) 
by setting 
q = zs and p=k,(j-‘Ws+zs) 
using complex notation and multiplication of complex numbers. The 
equations of motion become 
i = -,gy 
4; = -x4 + 0(x6) 
i =,c'w t 0(x4) 
~=-~2~z~-3z+o(x4) 
4 = a -'x4is 
p = 0(x6) 
(2.2) 
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with angular momentum integral D = k,p + (1 - k2k3x4)-’ k,@-‘zxw - 
k,x4w) and k, = 2-2/3M-2/3k;‘. For m3 # 0 both p and s can be dropped, 
because the angular momentum integral Q determines p in terms of the other 
variables and s does not appear in any of the other equations and can be 
determined after the fact. 
These equations still have a singularity where the binary undergoes a 
collision at z = 0. The Levi-Civita regularization removes this singularity: 
letting 
z = 2&, w z/q-lfp-1 
K = 4(551+ VT) PC? 
and resealing time by multiplying the vector field by K the equations become 
1 = -Kx3y 
p = -K[x4 + 0(x6)] 
4=r+O(x”> 
(2.3) 
?j = -< + 0(x4) 
with energy integral h = H = jk,/ly2 - k2(ti+ rq) + 0(x2). These equations 
extend naturally to x = 0, where h = H defines a three sphere for each y. For 
the extended equations with x = 0 and y fixed, the flow is the Hopf flow on 
S’. In these equations, the w-parabolic orbits (resp. a-parabolic) are those 
for which x(t) and y(t) both go to zero as t goes to infinity (resp. minus 
infinity.) Note that physical space correspnds to x > 0. 
The following two theorems give the smoothness of the manifolds W(S”) 
and wU(S’) and the smoothness of the assignment of the asymptotic binary 
motion. Both are trivially true for the model equations used in [3] where the 
equations completely decouple for x2 + y2 small. 
W- hyperbolic 
a-hiperbolic 
FIGURE 3 
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THEOREM A. The stable and unstable manifolds of S3 in {x > O} for 
Eqs. (2.3) are C”O manifolds (with boundary at x = 0), W’(S’) c {x > 0} 
and wU(S”) c {x > 0) are C”. Moreover Ws’(S3) = W’(S’) n {x > 0) and 
w”+ (S3) = WyS”) n {x > O} are real analytic. In other words for fixed 
negative energy h < 0 and fixed angular momentum, 0, the w-parabolic 
orbits (resp. a-parabolic orbits) form a real analytic submantfold of phase 
space. 
THEOREM B. For Eqs. (2.3) the functions a* : W”(S3)-1 S2 and 
w* : W’(S”) -+ S* are C” functions (and real analytic on V’(S3) and 
Wsf(S3), respectively). Thus for a fixed binary orbit y in S3 and c= r(y) in 
S2, the trajectories w*-‘(t;) = w-‘(y) asymptotic to y form a C” manifold 
and are real analytic in phase space {x > 0). Also as c varies, the manifold 
w* -l(c) varies smoothly. Similarly a* -l(c) is smooth and varies smoothly in 
[. In other terminology, {w-‘(c) for 5 in S* } is a C” foliation of W’(S’) and 
similarly {a*-‘([)} in wU(S”). 
Remark 1. The proof also shows that the stable and unstable manifolds 
considered in [ 81 are C”O at x = 0. 
Remark 2. Similar results hold for the restricted problem (m3 = 0) with 
fixed negative energy of the binary. Different coordinates need to be used 
since the angular momentum does not determine the angular velocity of m3. 
Remark 3. In Section 3, it is shown that the C” foliation {w * -‘(y*) for 
y* in S2} can be extended to a continuous invariant foliation {p(c) for [ in 
W(S”)} of a neighborhood of S’ in {x > 0). See Theorem E. 
To set up the symbolic dynamics which proves the existence of oscillation 
and capture, it is not enough to have a point that is both a-parabolic and w- 
parabolic because the trajectory does not return to the same orbit in S3. 
(Reference [3] calls such a bi-parabolic orbit biasymptotic to S3.) A point is 
defined to be homoclinic if it is both a-parabolic and w-parabolic and does 
return to the same periodic orbit, i.e., a(A) = w(A) in S3 or a*(A) = w*(A) 
in S*. As defined in Section 1, a homoclinic point A is called hyperbolic if 
given a transversal to the flow at A, 2, then (i) W’(S”) is transverse 
to W(S’) at A, (ii) w*, a* : z n W’(S’) r? wU(S”) -+ S2 are local 
diffeomorphisms at A, and (iii) w *a* -’ : D2 c S2 -+ S2 has a*(A) as a 
hyperbolic fixed point. Note that this definition uses the differentiability of 
a* and w*. (Th is is the reason for Theorem B.) See [3, 7.5 and 5.61 for 
conditions equivalent to (ii). 
The passage of a trajectory past x = 0 must be labelled to state the last 
theorem. Let R be one-half the x value of the homoclinic point A. Let x(t) be 
the x value for a fixed trajectory expressed as a function of time. Let 
Ii = [ti, t?] be time intervals such that (i) x(t) < R for ti Q t < tT, (ii) 
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x(t) > R for t not in lJ Zi, and (iii) . . . tLj < tTfj ( t-j+ i < t”j+ i < . . . < t, < 
to* < 0 < t, < t:: < . . . < ti < ti* ( * * *. The ith passage past x = 0 is the part 
of the trajectory corresponding to the time interval Zi. 
THEOREM C. Assume Eq. (2.3) has a hyperbolic homoclinic point A. 
Then given any sequence { ci > 0 for i = 0, f 1, +2,...} there exists a 
trajectory such that for the ith passage past x = 0, x2 + y2 becomes less that 
&i for some t on this time interval, Ii. The convention is that tf E, = 0 for 
some n > 1, and n is the smallest integer i > 1 with &i = 0, then the trajectory 
is w-parabolic and goes asymptotically to x = 0 on the n th passage. Similarly 
if E- m = 0 for some -m < 0 and m is the smallest such integer then the 
trajectory is a-parabolic on the mth passage. In particular oscillatory, 
capture, and ejection trajectories all exist. 
Remark. An oscillatory trajectory corresponds to a sequence {si} with 
si > 0 for all i, but with lim inf. I>, ci = 0. The corresponding trajectory keeps 
returning to a configuration where IQ(t)/ < R -’ (i.e., x(t) > R) and yet IQ(t)] 
is unbounded (x(t) comes arbitrarily near x = 0) as t goes to infinity. 
Capture corresponds to an o-parabolic trajectory which stays bounded as t 
goes to infinity. It is shown to exist by taking a sequence with E+ = 0 for 
some -m < 0 and lim inf,, , si > 0. Similarly an ejection trajectory 
corresponds to a sequence {ci} with E, = 0 for some n > 1 and with 
lim infiG, si > 0. 
For a given trajectory the sequence {si} is not uniquely determined (nor 
vice versa.) The rest of this section introduces symbolic dynamics which 
more nearly determines a trajectory. Theorem C is then a corollary of 
Theorem D below. The remarks following Theorem D state how these 
theorems compare with other standard and/or previous results. 
Assume the homoclinic point A is such that w(A) intersects {Im r = 0}, 
transversally. Take the transversal E = {Im r = 0} = {Im z = 0 and 
Re z > 0). (If this submanifold is not transverse to the homoclinic orbit then 
a rotation of coordinates or a different transversal solves the problem.) By 
taking another point on the trajectory through A, it is possible to assume that 
A is in C. Let @ : ,?Y + Z: be the Poincare map (or first return map) from z to 
itself, i.e., if B is a point in C follow the trajectory through B forward in time 
until the next time it crosses ,?Y‘, say, at C, and then let Q(B) = C. The idea is 
to choose boxes (or windows) BP,, B_,,1 ..a, B,,,... B,-, , B$I B, in Z: 
as drawn in Figs. 4 and 5. 
The boxes intersect only along boundaries. They are chosen so that 
@(Bi) = Bi+ 13 i>lori,<---2(orB,*ifi+l=N) 
@W = B, and maps across B,, 
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FIG. 4. The boxes in Z drawn in -U-J space. 
and 
@(B- 1) maps across B _, 
(see Fig. 6). The box B, c B,$ is chosen shorter along W’(S’) so that its 
first return to the transversal at BP,, w, maps B, once across B-, (see 
Fig. 7). 
These choices of the boxes in the x-y direction are the way they could be 
chosen for a homoclinic point for a fixed point of a diffeomorphism. 
Compare with [ 11, pp. 19-223. The estimates to determine N and the 
thickness of the boxes are the same as in [3, pp. 230-2311. See Section 4. 
The boxes are chosen in the S* direction so that y(B,,,) maps hyper- 
bolically across B_, (see Fig. 8). The foliations {a * -‘(LJ) and {w* -I([)) 
show this direction is preserved in W’(S”) and W(S”). Thus the dimensions 
FIG. 5. Boxes B+, B,, and B,; drawn in C 
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0 b C 
FIG. 6. (a) @(B,) shaded, (b) @(Be,) shaded, (c) W’(B,) shaded. 
of Bj n wU(S”) and Bj ~7 W(S”) in the S2 directions can be taken the same 
for all the Bj. It is also shown at the end of Section 3 that there is an @ 
invariant Co foliation of Z, {p(C) : C E W(S”) f’7 Z}, which extends the C’ 
foliation on Ws(S3) n Z;, {w*-‘(C) n .Z : C E S3 n z}. Thus W’/?(C) 1 
p(@-l(C)). This foliation controls the directions along S2 for the part of the 
boxes off W”(S”) U W(S’). See Section 4 for details of how this is used to 
define the boxes. 
The trajectories of interest are those which pass through B = IJ Bi an 
infinite number of times. Let /i = n g --oo Q’(B), where @ is also used for the 
map ‘P : B, + Z. For A E A, the order of passing through the boxes (Bi} (or 
windows in the terminology of Easton) gives the sequence of symbols 
assigned to a trajectory. Let S = {-N, -N + l,..., N} be the set of (finite) 
symbols. Let .Y be the bi-infinite sequences of allowable sequences from S, 
i.e., 9 = {j : 2 + S which satisfy the transition rules 2.4): 
1. if j(i)#O,N then j(i + 1) =j(i) + 1 
2. if j(i) = N then j(i+ 1)=--N (2.4) 
3. if j(i) = 0 then j(i+ l)=Oor 1. 
As usual .Y is a metric space, d(k,j) = C 2-l” (k(i) -j(i)1 . Define 
s :/i + 9’ by s(A) = {j(i)} if @‘(A) lies in the box Bjci,. Clearly this 
FIG. 7. Intersection of y@,) with B-,*. 
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FIG. 8. I+@~) crossing B-,, in Zn W‘(S”) f? W‘(S’). 
assignment of sequence of symbols satisfies (2.4). The assignment is unam- 
biguous because the bundaries of the Bi which intersect do not stay inside B 
forever so are not in /1 (note B,- 1 n B, = 4). The transition rules can be 
expressed by the following diagram which expresses the order a trajectory 
passes through the boxes: 
--N+B--N+,+... --+B-,+B,-,B,-+... +B, 
c-----J 
With these symbols, A is an o-parabolic point (resp. a-parabolic point) if 
and only if s(A) = {j(i)} satisfies j(i) = 0 for i > some i, (resp. i < some i,). 
On the other hand A is an oscillatory point if and only if s(A)(i) = 0 for IZ~ < 
i < mk, k = 1, 2 ,..., wheren,<m,<n,<m,<~~~andlimsupm,-n,=co. 
The reason such an orbit is oscillatory is that the more times a trajectory 
goes through B, in a row (the more revolutions of the binary as the 
trajectory passes S”) the closer it comes to S3 (infinity). 
Although the symbolic dynamics just described is different (it has only 
finitely many symbols), it is similar to that in [9, p. 971 or [3, p. 2321. The 
following theorem, which is expressed in terms of the above symbolic 
dynamics, implies Theorem C above. 
THEOREM D. With the assumptions of Theorem C, the map s : A + .4* is 
continuous and onto, i.e., to every sequence of symbols which satisfies the 
transition rules (2.4), there is a point A whose trajectory passes through the 
boxes in the given order starting with Bj, where j = s(A)(O). 
Remark 1. The map s is definitely not one to one for an a- or o- 
parabolic point, i.e., those points A for which s(A) has an infinite string of 
zeroes in a row. It is probably one to one on the other points of /1 but we do 
not pursue this because of the use of the continuous foliations, {/3(c)}. 
Remark 2. This theorem is similar to [3, Lemma 6.101. The difference is 
that it does not assume that the flow completely decouples (is a product 
flow) in a neighborhood of the invariant sphere. It differs from the standard 
result for a transverse homoclinic ‘point for a periodic orbit [ 16; 11, Theorem 
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2.3; or 9, Theorem 3.71 in that the hyperbolicity is degenerate and the 
directions along S3 are not hyperbolic as the trajectory passes S3 (the time 
of such a passage is not uniformly bounded). The foliations {a* -l(c)} of 
W(s3> n 2, {CO*-‘(<)} 0f wys3) n z, and {p(c)} of a neighborhood of S3 
are just to control these directions. 
The proof of Theorem D is contained in Section 4. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B 
To prove these theorems, it is possible to look at the effect of the time one 
map on trial unstable manifolds. The result is a nonuniform contraction on 
sections which is a “uniform contraction” over compact subsets of x > 0. It 
is possible to show the manifolds are C’ in {x > 0) and real analytic in 
(x > 0} using this procedure, but it is difficult to show they are C’ for large r 
(large enough so the derivatives of the manifolds are nonzero at x = 0). The 
arguments in [2] and [8] use this time one map although they look for the 
stable manifold rather than use the graph transform to find the unstable 
manifold. Instead of proceeding in this manner, we rescale time to r which 
results in a uniform contraction on trial unstable manifolds for the time r = 1 
map in (x > 0). The maps are not defined at x = 0, but the graph transform 
on the trial manifold can be extended naturally to x = 0. 
First we look at equations of the following type: 
d = 1 + p(x, Y) E,(ft z, x3 v> 
i = p(x, Y) E,(@, z, 4 Y> 
a=p(x,y)[ux+~,(e,z,x,~)l 
j =p(x, y)[--by + E,(R z, x5 Y)l 
(3.1) 
where p(x, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree p (by abuse of 
notation) with p(x, y) > 0 for x +y > 0, ]E)(B, z, x, y)J < 0(1(x, y)]) for 
i= I,& lEi(e,z,x,y)l ~O(l(x,Y)l*) f or i = 3,4, and all the functions are C” 
and real analytic for x + y > 0. The variable z lies in a manifold such as the 
two sphere S2. If z is dropped from the equation, then the situation is the 
same as in (81. 
By the method of averaging, [ 10, Lemma l] or [5], there is a C”O change 
of coordinates so that the equations eliminate their B dependence except for 
C” flat functions at x = 0 = y. More precisely (keeping the same letters for 
the new coordinates), the equations become 
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,j= 1 + q(e, z, x,y)p(x,y)[E;‘(z, X,Y> + G,(~z,x,Y>] 
i= q(e, z, x, y)p(x, y)[E;“(z, x, Y) + G,(e, z, x2 y) 1 
(3.2) 
i= q(& z, x,y)p(x, y)[ax + E!“(z, x,y) + GAB, z, x, y)] 
i,= q(e, z, x,JQ(x,Y)[-by + E:“(z, X,Y> + Gd4 ZJ,Y)~ 
where q(O, z, x, y)p(x, y) is the poynomial p(x, y) expressed in the new 
variables, q is C” with q(8, z, 0,O) = 1, the functions Ey” are the higher- 
order averages of the functions Ei and are independent of 8, lEy’(z, x, y>i < 
O(I(x,y)l) for i = 1,2, IEy”(z, x, y)i < O(l(x,y)(*) for i = 3,4, and the Gi are 
C” flat at x = 0 = y, i.e., there are constants Cj, such that lDjG,(S, Z, X, y)l < 
Ci, 1(x, y)l k for all i, j, and k. 
The new time scale r is introduced by dt/dt = q(e, z, x, y)p(x, y) for 
x + y > 0. The equations become, for x + y > 0, 
de 
z = m(e z, x, y)p(x, y)] + E;‘(z, x, Y> + G,(e, z, x,Y) 
dz 
z = E;‘(z, x, Y) + G,(& z, x, Y) 
dx 
- = ax + E;“(z, x, Y) + G,(@ z, X,Y> 
dr 
4 - = -by + E:‘(z, x, Y) + G,(e, z, x, Y). 
dz 
(3.3) 
The 8 variable increases faster and faster as 1(x, y)I goes to zero but 
otherwise the equations are well behaved at x = 0 = y. These equations have 
a similarity to those in [5, Theorem 7.31 with l/qp replaced by E- ’ for E = 0. 
That theorem proves the existence of a Lipschitz manifold but does not 
check the differentiability (which does not appear to be important in the 
situation studied there.) The time r = 1 map satisfies 
8, = q(e, Z, X,Y) = f3 +f,(e, Z, X,Y) +f:v, 2, x3 Y) 
z1 = F,(e, Z, X, Y) = z +f2(z, X, Y) +f:(e, Z, x3 Y) 
x, = r;,(e, 2, X, Y) = AX +f3(z, X, Y) +ff(e, Z, x2 Y) 
y, = F4(e, Z, X, Y) = PY +L(z, X, Y) +facft Z, X, Y) 
(3.4) 
where A= e” > 1, ,u = ePb < 1, and where the following estimates hold for 
the derivatives as 1(x, y)l goes to zero: 
505/52/3-6 
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lD!(z,x~Y)l =W(X9Yl), i=3,4 
Df2(z, x, u) has a bounded limit Df2(z, 0,O) with afi/az(z, 0, 0) = 0 
D’f;.<z, x, v> -+ Djfi(z, 0, 0) for i = 2,3,4 has a limit 
a-1 
agl azj2 ax& ayj4 (e, z, x, y) < cj 1 (x, y)l -p -j,-j, 
IDjfi”(e, ZT &.Y)I < Cjk I(&J’)Ik for all i, j, k, i.e. thef: are 
C”flatatx=O=y. (3.5) 
The above map has a singularity at x = 0 =y, but the derivatives are well 
controlled and only the derivatives off, are unbounded as 1(x, y)J goes to 
zero. (This does not hurt because everything is C” flat in 19.) Therefore if 
(0, z, x, y) = (0, z, x, ~~(8, z, x)) = ~(8, z, x) is a trial graph for the unstable 
manifold for 0 < x < r with ( w,(& z, x)] < 1x1, then the usual estimates, [ 6, 7, 
or 41 show that the time r = 1 image of this manifold is also a graph over 
(0, z, x) for 0 ( x ( r and it is given by 
y = ~~(6, z, x) = T,(w)(C?, z, x) = F4 o w 0 (F, o w)-’ (0, z, x) 
or 
(6, z, x, y) = ~(6, z, x) = T(w)@ z, x) = F 0 w 0 (F, 0 w) - ’ (8, z, x) 
where F,, = (F, , F, , I;,). Also I v,(B, z, x)] < I xl. Therefore vq can be extended 
so ~~(8, z, 0) = 0 (for x = 0). Moreover if Z! is the function space of 
Lipschitz trial graphs with I w(t9, z, x)] < 1x1 and Lip w < L, then r : Z! + P 
is a contraction by almost &I. Therefore there is a unique invariant 
function w* which is the unstable manifold. (This duplicates the result of 
PI.1 
The above argument can be used to show that W* is real analytic for 
x > 0. The change of variables which removes the 0 dependence can be taken 
real analytic if the averaging is only done to a finite degree (i.e.,, for a fixed 
k 1 DjG,(B, z, x, y)] < Cjk 1(x, v)]” for 0 <j <j,.) Then consider the complex 
domain ~2(r, y) = {(0, z, x) in G3 with 1x1 < u, ]Im xl < y/x], /Im 81 < y/x], 
II= < Y I-41. F or small enough r > 0 and y > 0, F preserves the trial 
sections w : R + G with ] w(13, z, x)] < Ix I and Lip w < L. Thus if W! = 0 is an 
initial (real analytic) trial section, wi . * 52 -+ G, then W: = r4(wi-‘) = Ti(wf) 
is real analytic from a to C with I wz(r3, z, x)1 < Ix] and Lip W: <L. By the 
contraction result w” converges uniformly on B in the Co topology to an 
invariant section w* : a -+ C. By a normal family argument it follows that 
w* is analytic over Q and so restricted to real (19, z, x) it is real analytic. See 
[8, Section 61 for details of this type of argument. 
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The invariant section is also C” for x > 0. This fact follows from the 
usual proof using the fact that all the derivatives of F, are multiplied by 
functions which are C’O flat. We sketch the details of the proof. 
Taking the derivative of the graph transform u, = I’,(w) gives 
Du,(u) = DF,(m-,) Dw(u_,)[DF,(m-,)Dw(u_,)]-’ 
where u = (0, z, x), U-, = (F,, 0 w))’ (u), and m-, = w(u-I). 
3.6. Claim. r preserves sections with 
I aw4/ae(e, z, x)l < cj 1 x ( j, I aw,/qf% z, x)1 < c, Ix I, 
and 
I ~w,/W~, z, x>l G c, Ix I for the constants large enough, 
and all j > p + 3. 
Proof The proof is a direct calculation. The notation O(k) is used to 
mean O(lxjk), i.e., O(k) < C: lxlk for some C:. O(co) means this is true for 
all k. Assume the estimates hold for w and let U, = T,(w). Then 
1 + O(1) 0(-P) Y-P - 1) 
[DF,(m-,)Dw(u-,)I-’ = 
t 
O(j) 1 +0(1) O(0) 
0C.i + 1) O(2) A-’ + O(1) 1 
1 0 0 
0 
Dw(u-,)= o 
i 
1 0 
CjAj /xlj c$ ,X,j A-l;, ,x, i 
DF,(m,) = (O(~), Wh I~~,lW,~+0(1)) 
where IdF,/t?x/ = 0( 1). Therefore if v4 = T,(w) then 
Du4(8, z, x) = 
c 
CjpAj lxlj + O(j + l), O(2),&-‘C, 1x1 + 
laxI 1. 
3 + O(2) 
Thus for C, large enough the last term is bounded by C, 1x1 and the other 
terms are all right. I 
The above claim proves that r preserves differentiable sections whose 
Lipschitz size is bounded by 1 for x small enough. A modification of the 
argument proves it for all Lipschitz sections, 
3.7. Claim. r preserves Ck sections with derivatives bounded by 
I~k~4/A@k~i3~k~~~k31 < C(j, k,, k,, k,) Ixlklcpf2)+j 
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for any j for suitably chosen C(j, k,, k,, k3) as long as l&/L@/ = O(co), 
law/aZI = O(l), (&@xI = O(1). 
ProoJ The claim can be proved by considering sections and comparing 
orders. If u4 = T,(W) then 
D2v,(u) =DF,(m-,)D2w(u-,)[DF,(m-,)Dw(u_,)] -2 
-DF~(m-,)Dw(u-,)[DF,(m_,)Dw(u_,)]-’DF,(m~,) 
x D2W(U_1)[DF~(m-,)Dw(u~,)l-2 
0 {Dw(u-,)[DF,(m-,)Dw(u-,)I~‘}*. 
The last two terms involve only DW and not D’w. They always make at 
most a bounded contribution to D’u. But in fact for D’v(u)(8/M, *), 
Dw[DF, Dw]-’ (a/83) = (l,O(co), O(co), O(co)) and a2F/ih93a = O(m) for 
a = 0, z, x, or y, so D2F,{Dw[DF, Dw]-’ (a/c%), Dw[DF, Dw]-I*} = O(m), 
and the last term is O(o3). Similar acting on by D2F4{ } = O(co). Thus 
these last two terms contribute O(co) to any partial derivative involving at 
least one 8. 
Next, the second term is always higher order than the first term as 
follows. Since D*w = (0, O,O, D2~4)tr, DF,D2w = (aE;,/ay) D*w,. Then 
DF, Dw[DF, Dw] -’ (i?F,/ay) = Du(3F,/3y) = O(2) in the second term, while 
aF4/8y = ,D + O(1) in the first term. Since both of these are multiplied by 
D*w[DF,, Dw]-~, the first term is larger (lower order). 
Finally, in the first term, by checking the contributions of different partial 
derivatives of w to the different partial derivatives of uq = r4(w), it can be 
shown that the constants C( j, k, , k, , k3) with k, + k, + k, = 2 can be chosen 
so the first term is always less than or equal to ,u (or A-‘,LI or A-‘,u) times the 
corresponding partial derivative of w plus higher-order terms. In these 
choices, C( j, 1, 1,O) needs to be chosen after C(j, 1, 0, 1). The details are 
left to the industrious reader. 
Therefore the patial derivatives 1 d2u/aa ab I< ,U Ia’w/aa ab ) + constant 
term, where the constant terms come from the terms not involving D2w. For 
large enough choices of C(j, k, , k,, k3), the result follows for k = 2. 
For k > 2, assume the result has been proved for D’v with I < k. In 
particular, D’(v)(u)(a/M, *, * . . . *) = 0( co). Then 
Dkv, = DF, Dkw[DF, Dw] -k 
- OF4 Dw[DF, Dw] -’ DF, Dkw[DF, Dw] -k 
+ terms in D’w with I < k. 
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Again the last term is bounded and is C” flat for any partial involving 0 by 
the induction hypothesis. The second term is higher order than the first and 
the first satisfies 
for suitable choices of constants. Therefore the result follows. 1 
Using these two claims it follows that if w” is a section that is C” flat in 8 
then so is wk = T(wkP1) = rk(w). Therefore this forms an equicontinuous 
family. Since wk converges C” uniformly to w*, it follows that w* is C”. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A for Eqs. (3.1). 1 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem A for Eqs. (2.3). By a linear 
transformation of (x, y) space these equations take the form 
i = Jz + P(X, Y) E, (2, x, Y) 
,f= K(Z)P(X,Y)[X + E&Y X,Y)] (3.8) 
P = K(Z)P(X, Y>[-Y + E&T X>Y)l 
where p(x, y) = (x +Y)~, z can be considered as in S3, i = Jz is the Hopf 
flow on S3, K(z) > 0, and K vansihes only along a transversal to the flow. 
By the method of averaging on a manifold as in [ 10, Lemma 11, the 
equations can be averaged over the S’ action. Therefore there is a C” 
change of coordinates so that the equations become 
2 =Jz + q(z, x,~)~(x,y)[E;“(z, X,Y) + G,(z, x,Y)] 
i= q(z, x,~)&,~)[xK~“(z, X,Y> + E;“(z, X,Y> + G,(z, x,Y)] (3.9) 
9 = q[z, x,Y)P(x,Y)[-YK”“(z, X.Y> + E:“(z, X>Y> + G,(z> x>Y)I 
where K”’ and the Ey” are constant on the flow of i = Jz (i.e., along the S’ 
action), Ka” > C > 0 because K(z) only vanishes on a cross section, and the 
other terms are as in Eqs. (3.2). Thus if 71 : S3 + S*, r(z) = [, is the 
projection out along the S’ action, then Ka’ and Ef? can be considered as 
functions of (c, x,y). Other than the fact that S3 is a S’ bundle over S* 
rather than the product S’ X S* everything is as before. Because Ka’ is 
strictly positive, F,(z, x, y) = k(c) x +f3( z x, y) in equations corresponding , 
to (3.4) where n(c) > ,I,, > 1. Similarly p(C) <p,, < 1. This causes no real 
change in the proof. This completes the modification of the proof of 
Theorem A for Eqs. (2.3) or (3.8). 1 
The proof of Theorem B follows from [7] or [4] with the same type of 
modifications as given above for Theorem A. 1 
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Finally, we state and prove the existence of an extension of the foliation 
{w-‘(c) n Z : [E wU(S”) f3Z;) to t;‘, where C+ is the “quadrant” of Z 
having boundaries wU(S’) n Z and W’(S”) n Z. 
THEOREM E. There is a continuous foliation {p(c) : < is in W”(S3)nZ} 
of ,Zc+ such that (1) for [ in S3 n C, p(c) = w* -I([), (2) each leaf/?({) is a 
C”O manifold, (3) @-I/?([) xp(@-I([)), (4) the manifolds j?(c) vary smoothly 
for [ ofl S3, i.e., in [ W”(S3) n ZJ - S3, and (5) as < converges to CO in S3 
the manifolds /3(c) converge to /3(&J in the C’ topology. 
ProoJ Let ZU = W’(S”) n.?Z and ZUi = .ZU\S3. Let P” = closure 
(P - @-‘Z’) be a fundamental domain of w”(S3) nz. By the standard 
method, it is possible to form a C” foliation {/I([) for [ in P”} such that if [ 
an P’(c) are in P” then @-‘t$(Q)=/?(W’([)). See [12]. Then p can be 
extended to ,I?‘+ by letting p(c) = @-“(/3(V([))) nz, where n is such that 
Q”(c) is in P”. This defines a C” foliation {/I([) for [ in ,I?“) that satisfies 
(2)-(4). For 4 in S3 n Z, let p(c) = w*-‘(c) n Z. By the k-Lemma this is a 
continuous foliation which satisfies (l)--(5). See [ 121. Also see [ 111 for the 
A-Lemma and applications. This completes the proof of Theorem E. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
The continuity of s follows directly: given any k and a point A if A ’ is 
near enough to A then it will pass through the same boxes as A for 
-k < i < k, i.e., s(A)(i) = s@‘)(i) for -k < i < k. By the topology on S this 
shows that s is continuous. 
To show that s is onto, it is necessary to show for jE 9, 
ni Wi(B,(,,) # 0. If A is in this set then A E @-i(B/(i,) and @‘(A) E Bjci,. 
If the images of each box @(Bj) hyperbolically stretch across each box B, 
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that is allowed to follow it then this intersection is nonempty. (See [ 131 for a 
geometric description when everything is C’.) Because the foliation {/3(c)} 
from Theorem E defined at the end of Section 3 is used to define the sides of 
the boxes and because the foliation is only continuous, it seems easiest to 
express hyperbolically stretching across in terms of cohomology and use [3, 
Theorem 9.61. The image @(Bj) is said to be correctZy aligned with B, if (i) 
@ carries a cohomology class in the unstable directions of Bj into a nonzero 
cohomology class in the unstable directions of B,. (ii) similarly Q, ~ ’ carries 
a cohomology class in the stable direction to a nonzero class, and (iii) these 
cohomology classes cross each other correctly (their cup product is a 
nonzero element of H4(Bj, aB,)>. See (3, 9.1, 9.4, 9.61 for more precise 
statements. The map @ is said to correctly align all the boxes if @(Bj) is 
correctly aligned with B,, where (i) k =j + 1 for j = -N,..., N - 1, (ii) 
k = -N for j = N, and (iii) k = 0 or 1 for j = 0. (This is a list of which boxes 
B, can follow Bj.) The theorem in [3, 9.61 proves that if @ correctly aligns 
all the boxes then given any allowable sequence of symbols j E S there is a 
point A in /i with s(A) = j. Thus if we can construct boxes such that @ 
correctly aligns all of them then s will be onto. 
The rest of the section chooses the boxes. Everything is taken on the side 
of wU(S’) and W’(S’) so it lies in the region where x > 0 (in coordinates 
(2.3)) so corresponding to real space. Let Z be a transversal through the 
hyperbolic homoclinic point A, where A is chosen to lie in the local unstable 
manifold of S3 (by looking somewhere along the trajectory). Let A’ be a 
point on this same trajectory in the local stable manifold of S3 and in Z, 
A ’ = t&4), where w is the Poincare map defined in Section 2. We refer to 
S3 n C as S* even though it is really only a disk. Also we use wU(S’) for 
W”(P) n 2. 
For D a set in S*, let D”(r) be the set in wU(S’) which is the union over 
points [ in D of closed intervals in OL * -’ ([) of radius Y and with one end at [ 
(and x > 0). Similarly define DS(r). For any D in S* with o*(A) in the 
interior of D there are r, r’ > 0 such that (i) A’ lies in the interior of D”(r’) 
relative to W’(S’) and (ii) A lies in the interior (relative to wU(S’)) of 
D” - @-‘(D”), where D” = D”(r). Let F”* = closure (D”(r) - WLDU(r)) 
for this I, where D is chosen carefully below. A set like FU* is often called a 
fundamental domain. 
By the definition of hyperbolic homoclinic point, a* : W(S”)n 
Ws(S3) r‘l Z -+ S* is a local diffeomorphism at A and so has an inverse a* -I. 
Let w be the Poincare map from a neighborhood of A in Z to a 
neighborhood of A’ in Z. Then o*va*-’ has a*(A) = o*(A’) as a hyper- 
bolic fixed point. The box D in S* can be chosen so it maps hyperbolically 
across itself, see Fig. 8. Also D should be chosen small enough so that 
W’(S”) intersects the boundary of F” *, aF” *, in (aD>’ (r) and not F” * n 
(@F’* u WIFU*). 
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FIGURE 10 
Now we cut down the size of F”* and thicken it. The image v(F”*) is 
transverse to D”(r’) c W(S’) at A ‘. By taking F” c FU* smaller and 
consisting of subintervals for each fiber (r * -I(<), yl(F’) cuts across D”(r’) 
once. To thicken P(r’) about 6 in the unstable direction, let 
DS(r’, 6) = u {j?(C, r’) : c E D”(6)}. 
For 0 < 6 < 6, small enough ty(F”) cuts across D’(T’, 6) coming out the 
sides corresponding to expanding directions and not the contracting 
directions (see Fig. 12). Once this is true for w(F”), it is also true for 
ty(F’(6)) for 0 < 6 < 6, small enough, where 
F’“(6) = u {P(C, S) : C E F‘“}. 
Now that these thicknesses are chosen, then the number of boxes N can be 
determined. Choose N large enough so that (i) @-*“-‘(F’*) c D”(6,) and 
(ii) for [E D”(r), @-““P’/I([, 8,) I (@-2N-1[, r’). Thus @-2N-1 U {/?(C, 8,) : 
[E D} is a neighborhood of A’ in W’(S’). Take 0 < 6, < 6, smaller if 
JI(F”*) 
Cl 
FIG. 11. Drawn with contracting direction in S*. Point Q is a possible tangency. 
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(0) (b) 
FIG. 12. (a) Drawn with contracting direction in S*. (b) Drawn with expanding direction 
in S2. 
necessary so that A’ is in the interior (relative to W’(S’)) of F” = 
closure(P - @P), where P = WzNP1 U (/?([, 6,) : [ E D}. Let 
B, = PNE 
Bi = closure(@(B,) - Git ‘B,), -N<i<--1 
Bi = closure(@‘B, - Qi-‘B,), l<i<N-1 
Bz = closure(@NB - cPN-‘B) = FU*(6,) 
B, = F”(6,) c B;. 
These boxes are correctly aligned. 
5. APPENDIX ON NONZERO MASS FOR SITNIKOV'S EXAMPLE 
Alekseev proved the existence of oscillation and capture for the 
configuration studied by Sitnikov [ 141 even when all masses are nonzero, 
[ 11. McGehee showed how his stable manifold theorem applied for all 
masses [8]. That paper does not remark how this directly implies that 
oscillation exists for small mass m, on the axis but McGehee has often 
remarked this orally. We end by making some comments on why this is the 
case. 
In [8, Section 91, C gives the x and y coordinates of the binary. The change 
of variables u = b-‘[I[( - b2 - ib Re(ci) is made where b is a constant 
depending on the masses. This change of variables not only changes the 
motion of the binary into the simple motion of u’ = i(a + error), but also 
analytically removes the angular symmetry of the problem and identifies all 
elliptic binary motions with the same eccentricity. Thus the energy surface is 
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three dimensional both for m, = 0 and ml # 0. The degenerate stable 
manifold theorem of McGehee then shows that the a- and w-parabolic orbits 
are manifolds. For m, = 0 these manifolds intersect transversally [9, 
Lemma 3, p. 871. Therefore these manifolds are transverse for small m, > 0. 
Since they are transverse the same symbolic dynamics applies to show that 
oscillation and capture exist. The point is that the paper [B] has the variables 
set up so the same coordinates apply to both zero and nonzero mass so 
perturbation results apply. 
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